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In this jam-packed hour you will learn the fundamentals of
acoustics and noise control. You will discover how to offer
your client a basic acoustic report based on their specific
room in less than ten minutes! Learn how to take acoustic
knowledge and turn it into product sales as you partner with
the manufacturer who can deliver the widest variety of
acoustical and noise control products on the planet.

Knowledge- Every sales professional understands how
product and theory knowledge makes the sale. While the
world of acoustics has a lot of rules, Kinetics has the
experience to help position you as the subject matter expert.
Whether it is through room analysis, product selection, or
installation, we will be your partner from napkin sketch to the
first time the equipment gets powered up.
Scale- Learn about how you can provide a solution for the
discriminating client who demands that the acoustics be
perfectly tuned for their particular equipment, furniture, and
seating position. Create the perfect environment by covering
all the acoustic treatment with a beautiful starfield ceiling,
complete with constellations and shooting stars. Perhaps
your client is eighty feet away from a train track and the
theater area is subject to low frequency vibration problems
and you need a solution. Every room needs to be
acoustically treated to bring out the subtle details that highend equipment delivers; Kinetics is ready to assist you with
every project from the small listening room to entire house
acoustic and noise control treatment.

